
Yorkmead Nursery Long Term Planner    Summer 1st Half 2017    NOTE ****Plans are subject to change in line with children’s interests **** 
Reminder; Nature Centre Trip 14th/15th June 

Year : N   Term: Sum 1            Topic Focus:The GBM  (The Gingerbread Man) /rhythm and Rhymes/bears.    Written by Miss K Taylor 
Subject 
Focus 

Wk 1 24.04.17 
INSET MONDAY 
 

Wk 2  1.05.17 
3 days only- (Bank Hol 
and election day) 
KT and AY meeting Wed 
PM/ KR out Wed 

Wk 3  8.05.17 
Baking GBM biscuits 

Wk 4  15.5.17 
Teddy Bears 

Wk 5  22.05.17 
Bear into school 
day/Teddy Bear’s Picnic 
 

Books. 
Copies to be 
kept In 
familiar books 
box  

Little readers. A 
Buzzing bee/- Action 
rhymes 
RHYTHM; The Underground 

Dance/ The Dog that Dug. 

The Gingerbread man 
(GBM) 

Little readers. A 
Buzzing bee/- Action 
rhymes 
The Gingerbread man 
(GBM) 

Little readers. A 
Buzzing bee/- Action 
rhymes 
The Gingerbread man 
(GBM) 

Bear Rhyme books  
Bears on chairs 
Books- Itchy 
bear/Where’s my 
teddy? 

Bear Rhyme books  
Rhyming rabbit/ A mole 
digging a hole. 
Teddy Bears Picnic 
 

PSED 
 
 

Circle time- my holiday- 
Talk about one thing you 
did- oracy skills- can you 
remember what each 
person said ? Active 
listening. 

Sharing the new 
resources- taking turns 
etc. How to use, maintain 
and improve the outdoor 
area. 

AFL- Share learning 
journeys with children 

AFL- Share learning 
journeys with children 

Talk about their own teddy 
bear. 
Talking about being kind 
Planning our picnic 
 

C and L 
(Oracy) 
 
 

TFW “GBM” over 2 days Recipes/GBM biscuits 
TFW “GBM” day 3 

Recipes/GBM biscuits 
TFW “GBM” day 4 

TFW Rhyme books – 
Where’s my teddy? 
Story Sack- drama 
Itchy Bear 

TFW Rhyme books – 
Where’s my teddy? 

PD 
See also write 
dance 

Collage- cut and stick GBM Painting GBM for class 
display 

 

Baking GBM biscuits 
Journeys in outdoor area- 
GBM story/ Sequencing  
GBM story 

PE in the hall? Make a moving teddy bear 

LIT  
Weekly 
reading- one to 
one with adult 
 

TFW “The GBM” over 2 
days 
 

TFW “The GBM” over 3 
days 
 

TFW “The GBM” ;link 
to baking biscuits 
recipe 
 

AFL- Retell the GBM 
Evidence in assessment 
folder 

Where’s my Teddy? Story 
time and rhyming words 

LIT- phonics 
Send rhymes we 
learn at nursery 
home to parents 

L&S Phonics Aspect 4: 

Rhythm and Rhyme;Tuning 

into sounds  

 Rhyme bingo 
 Rhyme soup  
 

Listening and 
remembering sounds 
 Rhyming pairs 
 Songs and rhymes 

 

Listening and 
remembering sounds 
 Rhyming strings 
 Finish the rhyme 
Bears on chairs set of 
books. 

 Slug in a jug (game) 
 Rhyme hunt 

(outdoors) 
 EXT for GT “Onset 

and rhyme” ADTP Lit 

 Slug in a jug (game) 
 Rhyme hunt (outdoors) 
AFL; can children identify 
rhymes? 



Write Dance Mark making and name 
writing/tracing 

Mark making and name 
writing/tracing 

Write Dance The 
Rainbow 1 ;Arches  
Book- Mrs Rainbow 

Write Dance The 
Rainbow 2 Arches 
Squigglet Gnome and the 
rainbow  

Rainbow murals Large scale 
outdoors 

MA 
 

Positional language 
In the hall? Outdoors? 
 

Measuring and counting 
through biscuit baking- 
add 2 eyes, 3 buttons etc
  

Counting/number games 
EXT Pizza pieces- sharing 
/counting 8 slices 
Gingerbread Man- 
topmarks website-
counting/matching/orderi
ng 
Number AFL tasks  

Count, order and label 
objects- Sizes of teddy 
bears. Link to teddy bear 
day Compare bears.  
 Gingerbread Man- 
topmarks website-
counting/matching/orderi
ng 

Shapes- link to picnic- 
triangular/square 
sandwiches/ circular 
cucumbers.  
Measuring activities 

UW 
 
 

Setting up the bakery and 
how to use it. 

Planting bedding plants 
and bulbs, watering and 
tending to them as they 
grow. 
Baking GBM biscuits 

Planting bedding plants 
and bulbs, watering and 
tending to them as they 
grow. 

Planting bedding plants 
and bulbs, watering and 
tending to them as they 
grow. 

Making a  healthy picnic 
Finding out about real 
bears 

UW- ICT 
 

Link to shape work; -ADTP 
FDN MATHS. 
Squiggler 
Topmarks- GBM counting 
game 
Name  writing and 
numerals  on Paint it 

Link to shape work; - 
Peekaboo shapes 
Link to number work 
ADTP 
 

ADTP FDN MATHS. 
Topmarks- GBM counting 
game 
Name  writing and 
numerals  on Paint it 
Topmarks- GBM counting 
game 

Name  writing and 
numerals  on Paint it 
 
Get Squiggling (Cbeebies) 
Gnome and the rainbow 

EXT for GT “Onset and 
rhyme” ADTP Literacy 
Topmarks- Teddy counting 
game 
 Itchy Bear interactive Book 
Name  writing and 
numerals  on Paint it 

EA and D 
Including songs 
and rhymes. 
Take copy home 
2 weeks 

Range of rhymes. 
“5 currant buns” 
“GBM song” 
Collage- cut and stick GBM 
 

Range of rhymes. 
“5 currant buns” 
“GBM song” 
Painting GBM for class 
display 
 

Range of rhymes. 
“5 currant buns” 
“GBM song” 
Collage- cut and stick 
GBM 
 

Range of rhymes. 
“5 currant buns” 
“GBM song” 

Teddy bear teddy bear… 
Rainbow murals 
Role play- Where’s my 
teddy? 
Make a moving teddy bear 

Role Play in/ 
outdoors 

Bakery- make our own 
play dough and use it to 
make GBM in the role play 
area 

Bakery- make our own 
play dough and use it to 
make GBM 

Corridor display- see 
display policy- LIT GBM 
TFW 

Flower/grocery shop 
indoors. 

Flower/grocery shop 
indoors. 

Rhythm books;  
 The Underground Dance (“Clickety clack, digga digga”)/ The Dog that Dug/ Going on a bear Hunt…... 

Rhyme books;  
 One mole digging a hole, “2 snakes with garden rakes”. “Dig dig, quick quick , scrabble scrabble, kick kick” (both by Julia Donaldson) 
 Bears on chairs/ Bears in a bath/ bears in a bed/ bears and a birthday “One bear, over there, on a chair, he likes it there” 
 Brown bear, brown bear what do you see? “I see a red bird looking at me”(Bill Martin jnr) 


